ITEM 452, MEGAPLAN SATELLITE ACCESS withdrawn.
ITEM 438, INTER-OFFICE DIGITAL CHANNELS, transferred to TCI General Tariff CRTC 21461, ITEM 503.
ITEM 439, CUSTOMER VOLUME PRICING PLAN (CVPP), transferred to TCI General Tariff CRTC 21461, ITEM 504.
ITEM 445, MEGAPLAN SERVICE EXTENSION FEATURES, transferred to TCI General Tariff CRTC 21461, ITEM 506, DIGITAL PRIVATE LINE SERVICE EXTENSION FEATURES.
ITEM 449, INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LINE (IPL) SERVICE, transferred to TCI General Tariff CRTC 21461, ITEM 507.
ITEM 450, HIGH CAPACITY 45 SERVICE, transferred to TCI General Tariff CRTC 21461, ITEM 509.
ITEM 451, BANDWIDTH DATA SERVICE (BDS) - withdrawn.
ITEM 453, ENHANCED INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LINE (E IPL) SERVICE - withdrawn.
ITEM 454, MEGAPLAN LARGE BUSINESS SERVICE, transferred to TCI General Tariff CRTC 21461, ITEM 505, DIGITAL PRIVATE LINE LARGE BUSINESS SERVICE.
ITEM 455, FORBEARANCE OF INTEREXCHANGE PRIVATE LINE SERVICE, transferred to ITEM 508.
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